Wordscapes level 2978 answers
Wordscapes level 2978 in the Fall Group and Birch Pack contains 12 words
and the letters DLOPWY making it a relatively moderate level.
This puzzle 40 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 34,407 words and 142,667 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
LOOP, PLOY, POLO, POOL, WOOD, WOOL, PLOW, POLY, YOWL, LOOPY, WOOLY, PLYWOOD.
The extra or bonus words are:
PLOD, DOOL, POO, POW, DOWP, DOL, OOP, LOD, YOW, PLY, WOODY, DOW, LOP, WOO, OLD,
DOY, WOOLD, LOWP, POD, OLDY, DOWL, LOO, WOP, YOLD, LOY, POOD, ODYL, OWLY,
DOWLY, WOLD, YOD, DOO, OWL, DOP, POL, DOOLY, WOOPY, DOPY, YOOP, LOW.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 2978
LOOP - A length of thread, line or rope that is doubled over to make an opening; the
opening so formed.
PLOY - A tactic, strategy, or gimmick.
POLO - A ball game where two teams of players on horseback use long-handled mallets t
o propel the ball along the ground and into their opponent's goal.
POOL - A small and rather deep collection of (usually) fresh water, as one supplied b
y a spring, or occurring in the course of a stream; a reservoir for water.
WOOD - The substance making up the central part of the trunk and branches of a tree.
Used as a material for construction, to manufacture various items, etc. or as fuel.
WOOL - The hair of the sheep, llama and some other ruminants.
PLOW - Alternative spelling of plough.
POLY - Short form of polytechnic.
YOWL - A prolonged, loud cry, like the sound of an animal; a wail; a howl.
LOOPY - Having loops.
WOOLY - Made of wool.
PLYWOOD - Construction material supplied in sheets, and made of three or more layers
of wood veneer glued together, laid up with alternating layers having their grain per
pendicular to each other.

